As we begin our journey back home from South Africa, I feel compelled to write my first ever substantive FB post to describe some of the experiences and impart some of the important observations from our trip. I am not normally the type to share much on FB, as I belong more to the “voyeur” species of FB users! Furthermore, I am not even sure if FB is the right platform for such a long diatribe, as opposed to just some pictures or videos. This time, however, the topic is too meaningful, the issues too compelling and the experiences too fresh for me not to share. As I started to write this, my intent was to write a couple of paragraphs and post some photos. Several hours later, it is now many pages of memories, observations and opinions. In short, it has become a memoir of our trip!

I will share some photos, whether disturbing, inspiring, interesting or just fun, to try to give further context to this post. My son, my wife, and I spent this last week with some incredibly special people.

A caveat before I start:
I have had the great fortune of having traveled in many parts of the world and have experienced many things. This was my third trip to Africa, and second to South Africa. I can say, without a scintilla of doubt, this was the most memorable, impactful, emotional and life-altering trip of my life.

Having said that, I am aware that I need to be careful not to cross some important boundaries. I am aware of human suffering of all sorts, whether driven by man and war, natural disaster, poverty, lack of access to water, food or healthcare, or simply the evil perpetuated by one group over another. I have seen first-hand, abject poverty in Africa, Asia and South America, the depths of which were (and remain) unimaginable to me. As such, I know well that one’s emotions can easily be taken on the roller coaster of the human experience, whether in suffering or in triumph, as such situations are witnessed first-hand and actions are taken on the ground to address them.

I am not so naïve as to not realise that my experiences on this trip pale in comparison to those of countless people, including my own brother and close friends who have engaged in medical / life-saving activities in various parts of the world. I can’t imagine the emotional toll, both positive and negative, of helping people survive disasters in places like Haiti and West Africa. In short, I am not trying to equate our experience of helping to save a few elephants and rhinos to what heroes around the world do every day for millions of people. Nor am I trying to equate the poaching of these animals with the suffering of humans around the globe from human-induced war or crime, or just natural disasters.
Nevertheless, for a number of reasons that I’ll explain, this turned out to be the most impactful and life-altering trip of my life, and since that is the only lens through which I can articulate my experiences, I will now do so!
So Here it goes!

We spent the last ten days in South Africa. We spent the first 2 1/2 days and the last 2 1/2 days in Johannesburg (Joburg) by ourselves, and the middle 5 days in the bush near Kruger National Park, at a temporary camp on the beautiful property of Mr. James C (more to come about The World’s Most Interesting Man) with 8 other families and a cadre of world-class resources!

First, observations about Joburg: The changes that I saw since my last visit almost 20 years ago, especially in downtown Joburg, Sandton and in Soweto were nothing short of mind-blowing. The enthusiasm, the optimism, the commitment, the construction, the progress and the contentment that we experienced first-hand while spending time with every-day South Africans was absolutely contagious. As my son commented, I think they may be some of the happiest people in the world!

While many problems continue for sure, my perspective is one of “then and now”. What I saw then, was a society paralysed by fear, chaos, crime, poverty, distrust and deep remnants of apartheid. What I saw this week is a society gripped by political activism and agreement (total and absolute opposition to today’s ANC and Zuma government), a perspective on the healing powers of time, enthusiasm regarding new developments, buildings and opportunities, and a general contentment and happiness regarding life. This is what we saw mingling, eating, walking around, and riding with everyday Africans in Joburg.

SA’s most abundant and valuable resource is not gold, diamonds or uranium. It is the attitude and smile of its people when they greet you, welcome you and wish you well when you leave them. In Joburg one sees people as people. Caucasian, Black, Asian, and every other race meeting, eating, walking and talking with each other, and moving forward despite the best efforts of their failing president. It is the big smile that they get when they talk about President Mandela and how they will once again soon (2019 elections?) achieve the pride they all felt under his leadership. Is there still crime and danger in Joburg? Absolutely. Is there still poverty in and around Soweto? Undoubtedly. Is there certain remnants of racism, especially in the more rural communities? Of course. Do all of these elements exist in New York, LA, Paris, London and Portland? Undeniably.

The near-universal opposition to South Africa’s current corrupt Zuma government (as well as their near-comical view of our president, (which, by the way, was shared by virtually every American we met)), gave me hope that people can look beyond our current self-serving corrupt leadership in the US and SA, and into the future where we may once again be proud of our presidents. How can one not take a long-term view of things, when just 2 hours outside of the city one can spend hours at a place called “The Cradle of Humanity” with evidence of humans dating back millions of years?
Our trip was hosted by my friend Dex, a fellow from South Africa, a businessman, an activist, a philanthropist, an educator, a thought-leader and an amazing husband/father. Dex operates his own NGO, Youth 4 African Wildlife , and educational organisation dedicated to teaching young people about conservation of wild animals in Africa. Dex had partnered with Elephants Alive and other NGOs and reserves, and with the help of the incredible Annie he put together a program dedicated to education, adventure and camaraderie.

In total, we were 9 families, joined by the most compelling group of resources imaginable. These included everything from world-class park rangers / guides, scientists, researchers, philanthropist land-owners, activists, a world class eco-journalist, large animal veterinarians, adventurers, and two of the most insane helicopter pilots I’ve ever seen (ever see a Robinson 44 fly in reverse while chasing after a rhino with a veterinarian hanging out the side holding his dart gun?)!

We camped together, drank coffee at dawn around the fire together, drove in search of elephants and rhinos together, walked through the African wild tracking lions together, and most compellingly, participated hands-on in tracking, collaring and tagging wild elephants (8) and rhinos (5) together, and finally had ourselves a few “proper” Gin and Tonics at sun-down around the fire together!

All along, we learned about every aspect of the nature around us, from the water, to the vegetation, the trees, the insects, and every type of wild animal around us. As a result, I can confidently claim that I can now spot a dolerite intrusion, follow it to a river bed, go upstream or downstream a bit, look for a curve in the river and dig down for clean fresh water!

We had the privilege of having one of the preeminent eco-journalists in all of Africa, Ian Michler present with us the entire time. Ian, the creator of Blood Lions, a film about canned lion hunts, and I shared several proper gin and tonics during the week and explored all aspects of environmentalism, from philosophical, to political to economical. It was truly an honour and a pleasure to not only spend time with someone like Ian, but to now be able to call him a proper friend!

When I say this was a hands-on week, I mean just that. Dex and the scientists created the opportunity for us to do things that we will likely never again be able to do. To see the rangers and helicopter pilots rave about what we were doing and talk about how unique the experience was even for them, was an indication of the job that Dex had done. Just a sampling of some of my own personal experiences: I pulled the satellite collar around elephant necks, helped lift and move elephant and rhino limbs to make it possible to take anatomical measurements, milked an elephant for scientific purposes, injected an elephant with the antidote for the anaesthetic dart, removed DNA sample from the drill bit shavings of a rhino horn, helped to place a tag into a rhino horn, and much, much more. All of this in the wild, on tens of thousands of acres of contiguous fence-free land linking to Kruger park.

Along the way, we learned and witnessed first-hand the range of humanity’s impact. We learned and saw the impact of encroachment on wilderness. We learned about the economics of poaching. We saw, first hand, the gut-wrenching result of poaching where the world’s most magnificent animals are shot and killed and left as food for vultures, so that their horn can be ground up and snorted somewhere far away by some nouveau riche asshole, or used by some uneducated person who thinks his or her cancer will be healed.

We met and spent time with land-owners and their team of anti-poaching rangers who are spending significant sums of money out of their own pockets to buy, protect and care for contiguous property that extends Kruger national park through private land ownership, remove fences in between and pay for them to be patrolled so that future generations can view the planet in its raw form. What we saw in my view, was not the triumph of government, but the triumph of individuals who have come together voluntarily, spending their time, money and resources, not to suck every last dollar of value out of the land through development, but in fact to protect and preserve it and its inhabitants.

At the same time, all of these individuals show a deep and genuine commitment to the local population. They hire locally, invest locally and are doing their best to add economic value through training and education of the local communities. They understand deeply that these are not political issues. These are issues of right and wrong and basic humanity. These are issues about the present and the future.

And man, were these people interesting! I thought I knew interesting people in Alaska…little did I know the kinds of people I would meet in South Africa!!

For example, one James C. A man who grew up as a potato farmer in Ireland, only to end up on the board of directors of Debeers and Anglo American! A single movie would not even remotely do this man’s life justice…He needs a TV mini-series! In the years between picking potatoes and attending DeBeers board meetings, he talked his way into Cambridge (after initially being summarily rejected), became a scientist and a geologist, played rugby, got to know people at the highest levels of business and government, got involved with multiple businesses, and finally became a private reserve owner (or a “farmer” as he calls it) in a large block near Kruger. One of my most compelling memories of our trip will always be the utterly amazed look on my son’s face, as James would transition from one astounding story to another during dinner in Joburg, covering 50 years of adventures on every continent in the world. I wish I had drank less wine and remembered more! My family and I walked away from our dinner with James in a dazed state! We were only able to shake our heads in amazement at what opportunities and adventures life can present us, if we just decide that we are “not going to be stuck as potato farmers in Ireland forever” (symbolically, of course).

We met and spent time in the bush and around the fire with Craig Spencer. A park ranger, and the founder of the Black Mambas, and all-female local anti-poaching crew. Craig oversees a very large area of land (50,000 Hectares if I remember correctly), and is in charge of protecting it from the barrage of poachers who are intent on ridding his land of its most magnificent inhabitants. To say that he is a bigger-than life charismatic personality is to diminish what it’s like to actually spend time with him. I am not sure I have laughed harder recently, than I did listening to Craig’s tales of his adventures, political incorrectness and all! He is a man from a different time and a different place. A man with the mannerism of a classic British private school education, but the look of a park ranger who has no problem spending a few nights out in the bush with nothing but a couple of blankets and a knife (and one who has never met a barber that he liked). His haircut, his bracelets, his accent and sense of humor deserve a reality show of their own! His story of waking up in his tiny cabin to find a lion in his room playing with his deceased dog’s bed (his dog had sadly been killed by a crocodile a few days prior), had us rolling over laughing and almost falling out of our chairs (Ok, the 3rd “proper” gin and tonic may have helped too)!

I will never forget when, in the immediate conclusion of tagging a particularly large rhino (after he had gotten done drilling a hole in the rhino’s horn so that the microchip can be dropped in), he took a couple of steps back, wiped the sweat off his forehead and then reached into his pocket, pulled out a pipe, filled it, lit it and began smoking it as if he were in some after-dinner gentlemen’s club in London 100 years ago. Classically, while taking puffs from his pipe, I watched him as he walked away from us while uttering something under his breath about how these magnificent animals “don’t stand a fucking chance against these fucking killers who don’t give a fuck …..”.

While Craig’s competence and confidence were mixed with the wit and humor of a comedian, our other rangers displayed theirs with good cheer, humility, a more quiet charisma, and an equal passion for every aspect of their surroundings. Led by Sean Patrick, a published author, a naturalist and anti-poaching expert with the body of a rhino and the calm personality of a Buddhist monk, these men and women never ceased to amaze us with the depth and breadth of their knowledge. There was not a question, whether brilliant or not (lots of those), that they did not answer with depth, patience and expertise. Sean and his team (Brandon, Tami, Jochen, Quentin and Wayne) were a world of knowledge, entertainment and observations.

But what was most striking about all of our rangers was the almost bizarre combination of their obvious physical strength (Quentin’s 3 bouts of malaria so far this year not withstanding!), humility, respect and passion for the wildlife around them, as well as the sheer depth and breadth of their scientific knowledge about everything from termites and ants, to elephants and giraffe (and every living thing in between). These were the kinds of genuine, humble and intellectually curious people whom I would be proud to have the opportunity to call “my friends”.

I will never forget tracking a lion on foot with my son and a few others, led by Sean and Quentin. My son and I walked behind Sean and Dex, and watched Sean pick up the hundreds of different tracks over soft and hard surfaces, while getting into the lion’s head to figure out where he would’ve walked or under which bush he would’ve crossed. To watch him pick out the lion track amongst a plethora of marks in the dirt was pure magic.

Walking with these guys through the rugged African environment looking for a lion, is an experience that one can’t easily forget. The level of harmony that they have achieved with their surroundings, including their understanding of the behaviour of these animals means that actual violent interaction between them and the animals is essentially non-existent. Although one certainly can’t help but feel exposed while walking amongst the dead grass, the bushes and the rocks, not knowing where a lion could be lying perfectly camouflaged, the confidence and competence of our guides was all we needed to take in everything around us (well, that and the large caliber rifles they carried as a final wall of protection).

The ability of our guides to pick up on the smallest signals, the tiniest indentation in the sand, the wet portion of a small branch or some broken stalks of grass, and use those pieces to put together the puzzle of what animals were in front of us, where they went and what they were doing, is magic in motion. I remember asking Brandon, if there were any scorpions around where we were standing out in the bush. He looked around at all the rocks around us, pointed to a couple of them, and upon lifting the second one, found a black scorpion underneath. He then began to tell us all about the scorpion, about its various parts, how it acts, what it eats, how it uses its claws versus its tail, the impact of the venom, etc. Nothing was more impressive and memorable, however, than the gentle way in which he put the rock slowly right where he found it, as to not disturb it, while slightly guiding the scorpion back under the rock.

The single most somber and emotional experience of our trip came the next day, when a group of us hiked from the camp to find a rhino that had been killed by poachers the day before. We had to wait a full day, because the location of the kill is considered a crime scene that needs to be investigated by the authorities. Sadly, the poachers had escaped without the horn (probably because they had heard or seen the anti-poaching units coming towards them). I say sadly, because that generally means they have to return to get another kill, in order to meet their contractual requirement for a horn. I have attached a photograph of the poached rhino.

By the time we followed the vultures to the carcass, the lions, hyenas and vultures had essentially eaten the whole animal (the white marks are the droppings from the vultures). As we got closer and closer to where the vultures told us the body of the rhino lay, the mood of the group got more grave and somber. Grave, because we all knew there could still be lions hanging around the carcass, and somber because we all knew we would soon come face to face with the reality of the purpose of our entire trip. Walking up to the site of the rhino carcass, was in fact as emotional and difficult as one can imagine. What made it more difficult was seeing the genuine sadness and anger of our rangers, at their helplessness. As Craig told me: “look, I am not used to losing. I’m not used to being helpless. It just drives me fucking mad to realise that I can’t stop this”.

This was not the end, however. Less than 24 hours later we learned that two pregnant rhino cows were killed less than 10 kilometers from our camp, likely by the same poachers who had not been able to get the horns from the first rhino. Tragically, the pregnant cows were killed and their horns removed. Their unborn calves do not actually get counted in the statistics, nor will any of the rhino calves that will never be conceived or born from those two dead cows.

In addition to the land-owners, the rangers and the helicopter pilots, all of whom displayed incredible command of their craft, we spent time with three of the most impressive and charismatic scientists I’ve ever met in my life: Drs. Cobus Raath, Peter Rogers, and Michelle Henley. These guys led a team of students, volunteers and professionals in what can only be described as Africa’s version of Formula 1 pit stop.

Being with these professionals and seeing them lean out of helicopters to fire darts, land the choppers in an area the size of a couple of parking spots amongst trees and rocks, jump out of Land Rovers and helicopters to stabilise the animals with fascinating techniques (folding the ears of the elephant over their eyes or keeping their trunks open with a couple of small sticks), and then within a few minutes take DNA samples, physiological and biological measurements, and then inject the animals with an antidote and run away and watch while within a couple of minutes these animals awaken, stand up and walk away, is not something that any of us will ever forget.

We were so incredibly fortunate to be given the opportunity to help in such a hands-on manner in actually literally working side by side with these professionals on the 13 large animals that we collared and/or tagged. That privilege was given to us by these scientists who in their role as team leaders saw the benefits of involving us in such an intimate and practical manner. As someone said, these scientists were simply poetry in motion. Watching them direct the teams, in an environment of total controlled chaos, while patiently answering every last question was unforgettable. Their passion for protecting these animals is an inspiration for all of us who may at one point or another seek a higher purpose in what we do. That, in and of itself, was a critical take-away from this past week.

Finally, I must say a word about my old friend Dex and my new friends with whom I had the pleasure of sharing the experiences of the past week. I just want to say “thank you” for allowing all of us to experience your backyard in a manner that very few ever have or ever will. The pictures speak for themselves, but the memories and the lessons will be unique to each of us individually. We each know what our take-away was from the past week. I will hang this experience like another ornament on the Christmas tree of life, and will fondly look back at it often. I will do so, because I don’t want to forget the emotional connections we made with each other and with the animals, and want to remember them when the mundanity of every-day life inevitably rears its head.

Thank you.
